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A Combined DF65/DF95 Association

I outlined in a previous newsletter, the work being undertaken on the world scene to create an International 
Class Association (ICA) for the DF classes.  The intention is to create a single body authorised by the 
International Radio Sailing Association (IRSA), for the administration both the DF65 and DF95 classes.  
While this doesn’t have too much impact at your local pond, it does provide a structure to hold world 
championships and have them recognised by World Sailing – something not currently available to the top-
level racers of these boats.

A similar organisational structure has been adopted by national class associations in a number of countries 
(UK, Sweden, Netherlands, Australia) and more will follow.  In December, we submitted a proposal to the 
New Zealand Radio Yachting Association (NZRYA) to form a combined DF Class Association and expand 
our membership to include DF95 owners and boats.  At the NZRYA Executive Council meeting last week the 
proposal was approved, so the way is now cleared for us to proceed.

The rationale for a single class association administering both boats recognises that these two classes have 
so much in common.  From identical design origins, the same licenced builder, construction and 
componentry, through to near carbon-copy class rules, these two classes share so much from their history 
through to their sailing communities.  There are significant benefits to the existing association in this move 
with a larger membership and the stronger collective voice we will have within radio sailing in New Zealand.

To oversee the transition, a sub-committee has been formed to represent the interests of existing members 
and the growing DF95 fleets around the country.  Sub-committee members include:  Mike Calkoen 
(President), Graeme Perry (Secretary), Ian McGregor (Pegasus 95 fleet rep), Grant Lane (Auckland 95 fleet 
rep), Paul Goddard (Mangawhai 95 fleet rep)

The sub-committee held it’s first meeting on Monday 10 Feb, and made three key decisions:

• The name of the combined association will be DF Racing New Zealand (short form: DFRacingNZ), 
which is consistent with naming conventions adopted by the UK, Sweden and the Netherlands.

• The mechanism for bringing DF95 owners into the association is as follows:  All numbers currently 
listed on the DragonFlite 95 NZ facebook page would be reserved and owners of those numbers 
would be added to our membership database.  There would be no registration cost to existing or new
95 owners up to the end of February 2020.  From 1 March 2020, membership applications would go 
through the existing online membership application process and the $7.00 registration fee would 
apply.

• Three announcements of the formation of DFRacingNZ would be made through this newsletter to 
DF65 Association members, a post on the DragonFlite 95 NZ facebook page and a general 
announcement to the wider radio sailing community of the NZRYA website.

You will begin to see evidence of the transition through changes to our website and documentation from 1 
March.

Our Draft Constitution

As progress towards the formation of DFRacingNZ gathered momentum, the process to adopt a new 
constitution has had to be delayed.  Further changes will need to be made to both the Constitution and 
Regulations to reflect the name change, classes and membership, and of course to give our wider 
membership an opportunity to review.  You can expect to see this process restarted with revised 
documentation during March.

That's all from me for now.  If you have any questions regarding the formation of DFRacingNZ, drop me a 
line through the Contacts page on the website.  Please welcome our new DF95 members on board.

cheers
Graeme Perry (Secretary)
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